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The ECD410B cash drawer delivers uncompromising 
performance and quality, providing a low cost of 
ownership for light cash use environments. Purpose-
built for the entry-level market, the ECD410B 
cash drawer is easy to use enabling efficiency 
throughout the checkout process.

The Soma family product line is designed for a 
market segment that has a relatively low number 
of cash transactions. As a member of the Soma 
family product line, the ECD410B cash drawer is a 
reliable solution with its smooth ball-bearing roller 
wheels, ensuring 500,000 plus transactions.

The insert of the 410 (16 inch drawer) can 
accommodate 8 coin and 4 note and is set up for 
EMEA currency.

A SOMA™ Family Solution High Capacity
EMEA currency configuration 
options include a 8 Coin, 4 Note 
insert for the (410) 16”.

Media Storage
Two beveled media slots 
on the drawer front enable 
the storing of large bill 
denominations, receipts 
securely under the insert. 

Functional
Built with steel construction 
and roller wheels, the cash 
drawer has a life expectancy 
tested beyond 500,000 
operational cycles.

Security
The cash drawer provides 
peace of mind with a drawer 
open status switch for 
reporting drawer status back 
to the POS application.

An Economical Solution 
for Small Businesses

ECD410B 
Cash Drawer
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Size 410w x 420d x 100h (mm)
16.1w x 16.5d x 3.9h (inch) 

Colour Black (BL)    |    White (WH)

Media Dual media slots

Life Cycle 500,000 Cycles

Warranty 1 Year

Insert 8 Coin, 4 Note

Lock Three Function Lock

Key 3 Position Keylock

Interfaces Hardwired
3M Cables is included

Product Features

Best In Class Solutions

*For more information on product warranties, view APG’s full warranty statement online at https://www.apgsolutions.com/warranty/
**Lifetime warranty only available for Series 4000 with registration.

apg has taken its 40+ years of cash management experience and now offers a suite of Best in Class cash drawer solutions. Our innovative designs are 
manufactured to meet the requirements of a variety of transactional environments all the while offering a consistent out-of-box lifetime performance. 
APG tests all of its cash drawers with the appropriate amount of weight for the Class/Family to emulate a loaded till at the retail point of sale.
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Removable till insert
and coin tray

8 coin, 4 note insert

3 position key lock

Dual media slots

Painted steel cash 
drawer

Roller bearing 
wheel system


